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Deer both, 

I've been keeping Lid too busy to dictate to her! Since returning 
from 'sew urleans I've more than doubled the size of COUP D'ETAT, It is now 
about 75,000 words. typing it area bad enough, but fitting in the additions: 
goer Lilt I've still Lot to more to do. I'm alweys finding more. 

Think you'll like this one. A little tough on to fascists, a word 
used frequently in it. Wish I knew when -or that- it'll be out- or how. 

There's been another mysterious death. 1 can tell you little about it 
and for reasons 'cannot put in 	leter or on the phone I'd prefer that you 
say no more about it 'Ilan you can pick up from the 11.0= papers. 'hilip 
Gereci II got electrocuted yesterday. Strange thing is that ' understend he 
is an el- ctronics expert - was - working fur a srivote contractor at Michaud. 
rhilip III is eon. No;; the father was quite helpful to me. Be end the wife, 
despite all contrary indications, consented to be interviewed, end on tape. 
They let me play the tape back and confirmed it. 

It is.  an exceedingly velue'ele intsiviow. Next time I'm down I'11 see 
the widow again. He helpromiseu to send me certain things he hadn't. Feet is, e, e  
I had aletter in the mail to him. it is a strange one, that case. I still 
want to 0:14 that documentation, and -L fear that if acre is publicity connecting 
the death with tee case I lent. It is cf tUe kied that might be used to Tut 
a real bad men in jail. I  have the contents on tape, brit. that Is not '.be 
same as the original. 

And 1  have confirmation for just about ell of it, from others, some 
of whom, without him, may stand alone. 

Son supposed to be in Victnem, infantry machibeeunner, strange 
place for a boy rho spent four months it the insane asylum. Would have 
thought he'd be permanent 4-F. 

I would like a few topics of the Epeetia—leeelosin reprint, maybe a 
dozen if you can spare them. I can send them to the various citizens' com-
mittees for their newsletters, perhaps, unless you have lone tLie. 1  loene -  mp 
copy out end expect to see it back godknowewhen. 	lad you did it. is piece 
is coming out as a book next month. Viking. 

Thanks foregetting the estimate for ma. Then I'll know what I've got 
to raise if I canaot'geVit out comeerciolly in a short while. Mile I do not 
know the difference in paper costs, aside from that the price you Sot is 8 lot 
lower. Well, mine had o more expensive cover and was stitched, too, ana 1  guess 
that costs more. 

We've had a little working compeny stay for a While end several others 
l'or a day o: overnight. Slo'vs my production and loads Lii, but ve-y worthwhile. 
ince was here for a weekend, Gary Schoeeer for a week, Fel Ve-b about as long. 

fiery is lucky to be alive but be shows no inwerd signs. Great boy. 

Best from us both, 
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August 17, 1968 

Dear Lillian and Harold, 

We really do appreciate your invitation, but we cannot come at this 
time. Will you give us a rain check? 

Hope you liked our printing the Epstein reply. If you want extra copies, 
drop me a line. If you have anything else - shoit articles - you want 
printed, send them along. We can usually print 3000 words a week, or 
close to that. 

I am mainly a letter press shop. The only offset press we have is a 
1250 Multilith. On my books we printed letter press 4 pages up. So 
you can see it would be a time-consuming and costly prohibitive job 
to print a large book in this Shop. I know neither of us can afford it, 
and also I think we are too close to the end in this one-time demo-
cracy 

I have a friend in Waco with a big offset press. He is not a friend in 
the sense that he would cut the prices very much. As a comparison I 
can tell you that 15 000 copies of my book printed offset cost $4500. 
If you will have the negatives shot to us the cost would be decreased 
by that amount only. And we would have to have the money on delivery. 
I doubt if this is any bargain from what you could get in your area. 

We continue to pick up bits and pieces, and that is all. When I can get 
the money, I will go to New Orleans. 

Thank you for being our friend. 
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